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As the title says, this game is like Pain (it even has a
similar name), but it has different gameplay in a funny
way. In the game there are 6 kinds of monsters of the
apocalypse. In each level there are 3 types of enemies
(ground, air and water). Each of them has a different
health bar. Try to kill them all as soon as you can. The
more you kill the higher your score. You have infinite
ammo so do not worry. You do not have to reload before
fire, as long as you can shoot your enemies. If you want
to be really good, you can slow down time to try not to
get killed. Requirements: You have to have Android 4.3
or higher. I can give a notification if you ask me. You
need to download 4GB of space for the game to run.
Thanks so much for watching! If you want more support
or more anything about my channel you can contact me
through Twitter, Facebook or Reddit. As always, don't
forget to like, share, comment and SUBSCRIBE! Viewers
like you give me the power to keep creating videos and
taking you on incredible adventures! I really appreciate
your support and the channel is here for you 24/7 to tell
you what is going on and keep you up to date with the
latest news! Thanks so much for watching! -Steph This
was an interesting game, the audio was great, the
graphics were alright, I didn't find the gameplay too
great, and the controls where a bit of a pain to do. What
really made this game stand out was the addtl player
bonuses, you can get multiple bonus items for
completing various tasks That being said, the game is
worth it's price, as it's only $1.25 View More, sabres360
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MAY 1, 2017 F*** you... A f***ing ***** This review covers
the following: -Available for £1.00 -Available for Android
4.3+ -You have to play as an Android version, no other
way... -How's it for: Survival, Zombie, Horror, Action,
Adventure -Pros: -Prehistoric Skeleton Fest -Fun, fun, fun
-Cons: -No new parts for 150 levels or something
-Sometimes the fps drops, and when it does, it's a p****
-Unreliable,
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Features Key:
+ Addictive gameplay
+ Solo and Multiplayer
+ Choose from 16 different Baffling Heroes
+ Deep and challenging to master
+ Replayability in all Modes
+ A lot of different options to customize
+ Challenging Difficulty
+ Score categories to optimize your gaming experience
+ Saved your progress on the go
+ Achievements
+ Your own personalized, high score table

Welcome to the crazy world of "Without Pain" mode!
See how long you can navigate through the levels and chain all of the Baffling Heroes without touching the
Torturer.

You need to get really good before you can beat your own personal record. Good luck!

If you enjoy "Without Pain" mode, you can also download Without Pain Game from Google play!
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